Where Else Should You Look for A Job?

As the end of the spring semester looms, we are thinking about summer internships and jobs. Maybe you have exhausted the opportunities on your campus job board and Indeed. There is still hope.

Here are a few job searching tools that you may not have considered.

For the Commitment-Phobic

Parker Dewey is a platform for college students and recent grads to find and compete for “micro-internships” (i.e. short-term, paid work). Each project is designed to take a few days to a few weeks. Create a profile and start searching opportunities!

For the Wanderlust

Voyager HQ is a community of travel and tourism start-up companies. Voyager HQ hosts a job board for all their member companies. There are lots of opportunities in the travel and technology space on the site.

For the Culture Vulture

The Muse helps companies communicate effectively about their employer brand, and thus recruit new employees who strongly identify with the company culture. Get job search advice from the trove of articles on the site and search jobs from the 700+ influential companies that work with The Muse.

For the Start-Up Job Seeker

Way Up is a platform to help early-career candidates discover and be discovered by employers. Create a profile and start searching the over 20,000 employers that advertise on the site.

For the Bleeding Heart

Idealist is a global platform to search for jobs in the non-profit sector. If you are looking to make the world a better place and get paid to do it, search here.

For People of Color

Jopwell is the leading career advancement platform for Black, Latinx, and Native American students and professionals. Search for jobs with companies that are specifically focused on hiring diverse talent!

For Everyone

LinkedIn is quickly becoming a primary hiring tool for businesses. Not only can you connect with professionals, but you can apply for jobs directly on the site. If you don’t already have a LinkedIn profile, where have you been! Make an appointment at your career center to get advice on a strong LinkedIn profile.

Know another job search tool?

Post on social media and tag us!
#CUNYgradsgetpaid

Instagram @CUNYWorks
Twitter @CUNY_Works
Facebook @CUNYCareerSuccessInitiatives